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ABSTRACT

A theory of hybrid nuclear r e a c t i o n s , which are p a r t i a l l y d i r e c t and

p a r t i a l l y compound, i s presented. We review f i r s t the formulation of the

theory , based on the op t i ca l theorem, and then i t s app l ica t ions to a few

example r e a c t i o n s . Discussions w i l l be given on the physical p i c t u r e (deep

per iphera l nature) of such hybrid processes emerging from the numerical

studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been customary to consider two types of nuclear reactions or

mechanisms; the direct and compound. In the present paper, we consider a

third type, which consists of both the direct and compound processes. The

reaction may thus be called a hybrid. An example is breakup-fusion (BF), in

which the direct breakup takes place first and is followed by the fusion of

one of the broken-up pair with the target nucleus.

Due to the strong nature of the nuclear interaction, and also because of

the many body character of the nucleus involved, such a hybrid process may

occur very strongly: This is indeed the case as was demonstrated in recent

studies ~ '. Earlier work ' ', however, made somewhat drastic

approximations, which are applicable only to some restricted cases of BF .

In the present lecture, we review a more general approach developed

recently ' and its application to the continuum (preequilibrium (PE))

spectra of particles emitted from both light and heavy ion induced reactions.

Calculations performed so far are concentrated mostly on BF, though some

preliminary calculations were also made of the knockout-fusion (KF)

* Lecture given at International RCNP-Kikuchi Summer School on Nuclear

Physics held at Kyoto, Japan, May 23-27, 1983.
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reactlon*). The latter reaction is knockout, followed by the fusion of the

incident particle (or knocked out particle) with the target nucleus. In

Fig. 1, we presented schematic diagrams of such BF and KF, together with the

elastic breakup (EB) and quasi-elastic knockout (QEK) reactions.

The formulation of the calculation of such hybrid reactions was first

developed by Kerman and McVoy (KM) within the framework of Feshbach's
8 9)theory • . They derived a very simple, closed formula for the cross section

of particles emitted from BF. In doing this, they manipulated explicitly the

fluctuation cross section, using certain statistical assumptions. The cross

section formula thus derived was, nevertheless, written only in terms of the

quantities appearing in the usual direct reaction calculations.

More recently, we have shown that the same formula can be derived in a

somewhat more straightforward manner, without making statistical arguments

explicitly6^.

In what follows, we discuss first the formalism developed by us • # We

shall do this by considering BF as an example. As will be seen, the results

obtained for BF can easily be extended to any other different type of, and

also more complicated, hybrid processes. We shall make such an extension to

KF. A brief discussion will then be of the KM approach , giving some

insight into the relation between their approach and ours. The approximate
1 2 10}

methods used in earlier studies ' * will also be briefly discussed.

In Sect. 3, we shail present a few applications of the formalism,

concentrating our interest only on the BF reactions. In Sect. 4 discussions

will then be given for the most outstanding feature of the hybrid reactions

that they take place at a deep peripheral region. Finally, Sect. 5 will be

devoted to conclusions from this lecture.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infring: privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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2. FORMULATION

2.1. BF Cross Sections.

The BF reaction schematically given in Fig. lb may also be written as

(1)

The last step in the above equation indicates the eventual decay of the

compound system B_ , formed by the fusion of £ and A_. Here we are considering

the simplest possible BF process in the sense that the whole process consists

of a one-step direct plus a compound process: Hence we implicitly assume

that after the breakup, b_ behaves as a spectator, except that it is

influenced by an optical potential produced by the rest of the system. The

remaining process after the breakup can thus be viewed essentially as a

compound (fusion) process; x + A •> B •*• y + C. We shall call the channel

x + A simply the x channel. Our task is then to calculate this partial

fusion process occuring in the breakup channel.

For this purpose, we start with the following fusion (or absorption)

cross section, cC, in the incident channel;
3

V 4 >/7t- (2>

Xg and Wa are, respectively, the optical model wave function in the

incident channel, and the imaginary part of the optical potential, Ua, used

in generating xa • Xa thus satisfies

Ea being the incident channel energy. The above Eq. (2) is obtained directly

from the usual optical theorem that the total cross section, Of, can be given

in terms of the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude; i.e.

crj = (2it/Iiva) Im <4>->-|Ualxa
+)>/it. (A)
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Here $£ is the incident plane wave.
Ka
The derivation of Eq. (2) from (A) may be made in the following way:

Using the Lippmann Schwinger equation,

IXa
+)> = l*+ > + (Ea - H_ + I E ) ~ U l x a

+ ) > , (5)
ka

one can rewrite the expectation value involved in (2) as

<Xa
+)IWalXa

+)> = Im <Xa
+)IUaIXa

+)>

= Im [ <** |UalXa
+)> + <xi+)l^(Ea-Ha+iE)"

1Ualxa
+)> ]. (6)

Ka

Apart from a constant factor, the first term of the above equation is nothing

but the total cross section given by Eq. (4). With a complete set of wave

functions in momentum space, the second term in Eq. (6) may be altered to

give

Itn

- Im / (2it) <Xa
+)IU*|<t.>X(t)]>|Ualxa

+)> (Ea-Ek+iE) d k (7)

It is easy to see then that the r.h.s. of the above equation is reduced to

the minus of the total elastic scattering cross section. Thus Eq. (6) is now

rewritten as

(2TC/nva)<xa
+)|WalXa

+)>/1t = jj - a^
1 - oj, (8)

which is nothing but Eq. (2).

Now we proceed to derive the BF cross section starting from

Eq. (2): For this purpose, we single out a^ and W^, i.e. the respective

contributions from the breakup channel d (=b + x + A). Using the formalism

of Feshbach , they can be given explicitly as

= (2u/Rva) <X^+)IWdlxa
+)>/7t, (9a)
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and

Wd = Im <*a*AIVaGj
+>VaWa4.A>. (9b)

Here 4>a and $^ are intrinsic wave functions of the projectlve, and the target

ground state, respectively. V is the coupling Hamiltonian that causes the

breakup reaction, and G^ ' is the Green's function for propogation in the

d-channel, for which we may assume an optical model Green's function

G< + ) = l/(E-H0-T5t-Tb~Ux-Ub+iE). (9c)

In (9c) HQ denotes the intrinsic Hamiltonian of the three ions b, x_, and ,A,

while Tj and U^ (i=x and b) are the kinetic energy and optical potential for

the relative motion between _x and A_ (i=x) and Jb and B_ (i=b), respectively.

The absorption of x by A is thus described by the imaginary part of Ux

introduced in the above Green's function.

The rest of our task is then to separate out the effect of the

absorption taking place during the intermediate propagation. Let us use for

this purpose the following identify for G*j ';

r ( ) = o ( ) r , l ( ) w ( ) M ( ) _ r (
) r r r ( ) l o o ( G (

Gd ^ b [a)x 8 wx Gx UxGx JQb ^ x Gb

where w^"-*, R^ , G£+^ and g ^ are defined as

Gi+>+ut • 4 + ) = 1

Gd + ) + Ui • g(+)=l/(E-H0-Tx-Tb+ie). (10b)

Note that w b ' introduced above is nothing but the wave operator that

generates a distorted wave from the free wave. Also ĝ  ' is the free Green's

function, while GV+' is the optical model Green's function for the motion in

channel i. We now simplify (10), based on our fundamental assumption

mentioned above that after the breakup ̂  can be treated as a spectator. This

means that we neglect the last term in (10a), and approximate Qt~' by &>v ;
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Using (10) and (11) in (9), it is straightforward to obtain:

=a A = (2u/nva) / dEbd53fe p(Eb)

\<X(h~
) X^ )* xVAl

V
C'4

+ )*a*A > + <*i+yi*xl*i+)>'* ' < 1 2 a>

Here <\>^ ' is the wave function in the x-channel obtained by projecting the

total breakup channel wave function onto the x-cbannel, and given by

<12b>

Also, Xb anc* ax a r e t*le distorted waves for the relative motion in

channels b and jx> and p(^b^ :'iS t^ie P^ase space volume available to the

outgoing particle _b;

p(Eb) = ̂ bkb/(2n)
3R2. (12c)

The physical significance of the first term in (12a) is clear: It is

the total one-step DWBA croSvS section of the breakup reaction. The second

term originates from the imaginary part of the optical potential in the

x-channel and thus may be interpreted as a contribution from the BF process.

The integrand may thus be given as

d2cr/dEbdBb = (27t/nva)p(Eb) <<l4
+)|Wxlo4

+)>/TC, (13)

which is exactly identical to Eq.(33) of KM 5\

As is seen in Eq. (2), the total absorption cross section in the

incident channel is essentially given in terms of the expectation value of

the imaginary part of the optical potential with respect to the channel wave

function. This expectation value (divided by it) serves as the rate of the

absorption taking place in the incident channel. Likewise, one may interpret

the expectation value involved in Eq. (13) as the rate at which absorption

takes place in the x-channel.
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As is clear, the latter absorption rate depends on the energy, Efe, and

the direction, &t,= (6b<!>h)» °^ t n e outS°*-n8 particle _b. This comes from the

di -orted wave, x£ » o f t n e outgoing particle involved in the x-channel wave

function. Thus, more precisely, it describes the rate of the absorption,

while the particle b is emitted into the direction Qfe with its energy E^.

After multiplying it by the phase space volume, p(E^), the final formula

given by (13) should describe the double differential coss section of the

emitted particle J>.

2.2 KF Cross Section

The result obtained in the previous section that the cross section of

the BF reaction can be given in terms of the absorption rate seems to be

applicable to any other hybrid reaction. Then, it is almost trivial to

obtain the cross section formula for other hybrid reactions.

As an example, let us consider the KF reaction (see Fig.Id), which may

be written as

A + a ' + A ' + b - > B * + b - > - y

We denote here the scattered particle and the residual nucleus after the

first knockout process as a/ and A % The fusion then takes place in the

system consisting of a/ and A_', which we shall call the a'-channel.

Within the one-step DWBA theory, the a'-channel wave function may be

given as

<14b>

Then i t i s almost t r i v i a l to wri te down the KF cross sect ion as

d2o7dEbdQb = (2n/nva) p(Efe) T. <<\,[f> |Wg, |c|i£t>>/TC. (He)
A'

The sum involved in the above equation should be taken over all possible

residual nuclei A' of one-hole configuration. A similar argument mr. also be

applied to obtain the cross section formula for any ot^er conceivable

reaction.
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2.3. KM Approach

As was already noted In the Introduction, the calculation of the hybrid

reactions was first formulated by KM , taking as an example the BF reaction.

Since their approach is somewhat complementary to ours, it may be worthwhile

to present here the outline, and then discuss the relation between the two

approaches.
g\

KM used as a starting basis the Feshbach theory ' or the alternative
9)version developed by Kawai, Kerman and McVoy . The total wave function of

the system ij then given as a sum of two parts, the P and Q channel parts, (pp

and (PQ, respectively. They are often referred to the open and closed

channels, respectively. (Note, however, that this division is somewhat

arbitrary: We mav include some part of the open channel into the Q-spact!,

for instance. This is indeed implied in the KM approach.)

The open channel part of the wave function is further divided into two

parts, (|)p and <l>fi » describing the direct and fluctuation (essentially

compound) processes, respectively; i.e.

Here the direct reaction part of the wave function, 4^ , is defined as an

average of <Jjp over the energy E of the system; i.e.

+ ) ( 1 5 b )

This condition enables us to fix the effective direct reaction Hamiltonian

HD, whose eigenstate is nothing but <|>£+ . 4>fi i s then given in terms of

(I'D a s

4V =

where V p 0 and V Q P are the interaction Hamiltonian between P and Q channels.

Hfa is the effective Hamiltonian in the Q-channel, while G^+^ is the Green's

function associated with the direct interaction Hamiltonian Hp.
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The hybrid reactions (as well as the usual compound reactions) are of

course described by <|>£̂ '. These reactions proceed in three stages: a) In

the first, initial stage, only direct reactions occur; b) in the second

stage, the compound nucleus Is formed; and c) in the third stage, the

subsequent decay of the compound nucleus and the propagation of the decay

products take place. these three stages of the reactions are described,

respectively, by <\>^+\ ( E- HQQ)~ 1 VQP a n d GD+^VPQ P a r t s o f 4>fV' T n t h e hy b r l d

reactions, only a part of the system fuses in the second stage, and the

outgoing particle, _b, is emitted in the first stage of the reaction.

The inclusive cross section for the emitted particle _b may then be

calculated by taking an energy average of the (fluctuation) cross sections

calculated from the S-matrices, which are in turn extracted from 4>fi > atld

then summing over all the final decay channels. KM obtained in this way the

following relation (we neglect here the channel coupling effects included in

ref.5);

d2a/dEbdQb = <Z a*l> = (n/kj) X^TrCX), (16)

where X is the so-called channel correlation matrix, X^ being the diagonal

element of the x-channel, in which the fusion occurs. It is given in terms

of the x-channel wave function given by Eq.(12b) as

^ x = <c|jx |v '*x >» ( 1 7 a )

where

v = <V*x(r)Vqx(r')>q with Vqx(r) = <q|VQp|x>, (17b)

|x> and |q> being the ordinary channel wave function and the compound nucleus

wave function, respectively.

As Is seen in Eq.(17b), v is defined by the (statistical) quantities

depending on the compound nuclear wave functions. Nevertheless KM tried

further to calculate explicitly this v with the help of two important

relations, one derived from flux conservation (i.e. the unitary condition)

and the other defining the imaginary part of theoretical potential, together

with a few statistical assumptions. They succeeded this way in obtaining
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v°=W /it, which makes their final cross section formula equal to what was

derived before, i.e. Eq.(13). This might not be surprising, since the two

relations they used are quite similar to what we used.

As remarked above, KM performed an explicit evaluation of the

fluctuation cross section. As is well known, however, this is not the case

for the fluctuation cross section in the incident channel, which is given

by8'9)

X
a a

T r ( X )

Instead of calculating the r.h.s. of the above equation, use is simply made

of Eq.(2), since these two are equivalent to one another. This equivalence
9)

is established by using the unitary condition of the S-matrix as

T, aH > = (7l/ka> < £ |Sca'2 > = <™/k5> < Z |Sca " < S c a > | 2 >

= (it/dj) < S IlScal
2 - |<Sca>|

2]> = (7i/k2)[' - l<Saa>l
2].cal |<Sca>|]> = (7i/k)[ l<Saa

It is then easy to show that the last equation in the above relation is

identical to the r.h.s. of Eq.(2). Thus finally we get,

y = ° = <2it/Rv) <Xa
+)IWalxa

+)>/Tt. (19)

The above fluctuation (l.h.s.) and absorption (r.h.s.) cross sections

include all the processes taking place in the reaction induced from the

incident channel a. Thus, the contribution from the BF reaction considered

before is contained as a part of the contribution in Eq.(l9). Eq.(16)

derived by KM may be considered such a partial contribu-'.on from a BF

reaction to the l.h.s. form of the cross section. As is now clear in our

approach, we can single out directly the corresponding term in the

r.h.s. term of the cross section formula.
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2.4. Approximate Method

BF was the subject in earlier studies • ' . In these studies,

approximations were introduced in Eq.(13) in order to make it easy to carry

out the numerical calculation?.

One of the approximations used' is the so-called on-the-energy-shell

approximation for the Green's function, G^ , in the x-channel wave function,

Eq.(12b). Under this approximation, the BF cross section can be written in

terras of the DWBA transition amplitude for EB, together with the quantities

obtainable from the usual optical model calculations. In ref.2, use was thus

made of the resultant formula to analyze the data, obtaining a good fit. In

the later study , however, the approximation was examined, and it was found

that it is not good.

Another formula extensively used in the past studies is that of Baur and

Trautmann . Their formula can be derived by introducing three

approximations successfully: The first is to neglecL the nonorthogonality

term, appearing when the prior form of the residual interaction in Eq.(12b)

is transformed into the form, which is assumed in BT; i.e.

The above post-prior transformation is introduced, since then one can use

safely the zero-range (ZR) approximation, which is indeed made as a second

approximation. Baur and Traumann introduced one further approximation: In

order to explain the approximation, let us consider the partial wave

representation of the Green's function G*. •"; i.e.

n ..x

Then, the approximation can be stated as

I <rx>tx x
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[21/(S^ -1)] X A (rx)[Xjl <r;> F^ (r£)] (23)
X X X X

where H5 and F. are the outgoing and regular Coulomb wave functions,

respectively. In the last step in Eq.(23), use was made of a relation which

is valid only in the asymptotic region. Another approximation made in going

from the 2nd to 3rd equation above may also be good only when the reaction is

dominated by the surface region. We may thus expect that the approximation

will be valid only for those reactions taking place at the peripheral region.

We have recently examined ' the above (surface) approximation and also

the effect of the nonorthogonality correction term. We studied as two

examples the reactions; i.e. 93Nb(d,p) with Ed=25.5 MeV and
 58Ni(ot,p) with

Ea=80 MeV. The former is a rather good peripheral reaction, while the latter

is not, as will be discussed in detail later. We found indeed that the

surface approximation is very good for the former, but not for the latter

case. It is interesting to note that the nonorthogonality effects were not

important for the former reaction as well.

This was not the case, however, for the latter reaction. Use of Eq.(20)

with the ZR approximation, in which only the nonorthogonality correction term

id neglected, was recently proposed by Kasano and Ichimura . We found for

the latter case that such an approach, i.e. the neglect of nonorthogonality,

overestimated the cross section by an order of magnitude.
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3. APPLICATIONS

3.1. Partial Wave Expansions

We now apply the cross section formula given by Eq.(13) to calculate BF

reactions. For the purpose of numerical evaluations, however, it is more

convenient to rewrite the equation in the partial expansion form. The

x-channel wave function is then expanded as

Inserting (23) into (12a), and then multiplying G~ on both sides, it is easy

to see that the equation to be satisfied by u0 _ (r,,) is obtained as

{n2/2nx) [d
2/drx - Ax(nx+D/r2] + Ex - \)^m^K) - P ^ ^ , ) . (24)

Here E x, |ix and Ux are, respectively, the energy, reduced mass and optical

potential in the x-channel. (Of course Wx is the imaginary part of Ux.)

Also,

p. (r ) is the source function defined by
xx mx x

:£-> ivaixi
+^a>- (25)

It is obvious that if (23) is used in (13), the latter is replaced by

d2cr/dEad0 = (211/nv^) p(E ) £ <u, _ |W lu, _ >!%. (26)

It will be clear from (25) that the source function p« m (r ) is related

to the DWBA transition amplitude of the first-step breakup process. In fact,

if it is multiplied by the distorted wave (for the elastic scattering) in the

x-channel, ar.d then is integrated over the coordinate rx, it results in the

usual DWBA amplitude (for breakup and not for BF). As is well known, an

exact-finite-range DWBA amplitude involves a 6-dlinensional integral. It is

thus obvious that the construction of po _ requires one to perform a
xx

5-dimensional integral, which is very involved. Nevertheless, we carried out

this integral as it stands.
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3.2. Light Particle Spectra from Heavy Ion Induced Reactions

Britt and Quinton ^ first noticed that very energetic light particles

having z=l and 2 are emitted rather copiously, in reactions induced by heavy

ions. they are energetic in that their velocities exceed that of the
121

projectile. More recent experiments , which measured the coincidence of

light fast particles with y-rays emitted from target-like residues, have

revealed the fact that the emission of these fast particles is always

accompanied by the fusion of the rest of the projectile into the target.
131

Other types of coincidence experiments also seem to lead the same

conclusion.

Take, as an example, the emission of fast a's observed in bombardment of
159Tb by 1 4 N 1 2 \ If 1 0B, the projectile minus a, is fused into 159Tb, a

1 fiQ 1 fiQ

highly excited compound nucleus Yb is formed. This Yb will first emit

x-number of neutrons, and the resultant xYb nuclei will then emit y~rays

characteristic of each value of x_. By measuring these Y~ r a v s in coincidence

with the fast a's, one can extract the cross section of the Tb( N,a) Yb
12)reaction. It was found that this cross section is rather large , being of

the same order of magnitude as are the fast-a singles cross sections. The

authors of ref.12 called these reactions massive-transfer. The above

experimental fact shows that if once the massive transfer reaction is

understood, so will be (the large part of) the emission of fast light

particles.

The above experimental evidence strongly suggests that the strong

emission of the a-particles comes from BF. In ref.3, we thus tried to

calculate the BF cross sections of the a particle. The calculations were

made for the Ta( N,a) reaction with incident energy EN=115 MeV
1^.

The theoretical spectra of a-particles calculated at the laboratory

angles of 29°, 39°, 49° and 59° are presented in Fig.2, and are compared with

the data '. Note that the theoretical cross section includes the

contributions from the BF process and from the simple breakup, although the

latter contributions played only a very minor role.

It is seen in Fig.2 that the theory fits rather well the experimental

cross sections at the high energy tail (the Ea=30-50 MeV region), at all

angles. Note that the theoretical cross sections were presented in Fig.2

without introducing any fudge factor. Thus the agreement with experiment

includes that of the magnitude. We therefore can say that the BF process

predicts cross sections which are sufficiently large (or just right), so as
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to account for the large cross sections observed in the Britt-Quinton-type

experiments.

It should be remarked, however, that the theoretical cross sections

become increasingly smaller as the outgoing energy, E, becomes smaller.

This, as ifj seen from the figure, is due to the fact that the calculated

spectra shpw their peak at an energy much higher than that of the incident

beam velocity, while that of the experimental spectra appears at about the

beam velocity energy. We have found a similar situation also in the results

of our jmalysis made for (a,p) reactions ' , in which the only BF

mechanisr;', i.e. the breakup of a into p_ and t_, followed by the absorption of

t_ by the;target, is taken into account. As will be discussed later, we found

in this ;case that another type of BF process, i.e. the breakup of a into _p_, _n

and jl, /followed by the absorption of jl by the target, explained the low

energy i protons. It might be possible that similarly the low energy

a-partJfcle from the above heavy ion reactions may be due to similar processes
U A

such ajj, for instance, the breakup of N into 2a and Li, followed by the

fusion;of Li with thp target nucleus.

T;ie BF calculations were also made for another example; i.e. J:he
93Nb(1f'4N,p) reaction with Elab=115 MeV

16). The results are shown in Fig.3,

compared with the data '. As is seen, the results obtained are essentially

the s,-;me as was obtained above for the ( N,a) reaction.
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3.3. Proton Spectra from a-Particle Induced Reactions

The calculations of BF (and also EB) reactions were also made, as

examples of the light ion reactions, for the 58Ni(a,p) Cu18' and
165Ho(a,p)16BEr19) reactions with the incident energies of Ea=80 and 110 MeV,

respectively. The calculations were performed at two angles of 9p=6° and 26°

for the former reaction, and at only one angle of 8p=25° for the latter

reaction. The calculated energy spectra are presented in Fig.4 and 5 and by

the full lines shown there. Calculations were also made for the angular

distribution for the latter reaction with a fixed value of E =60 MeV. The

results are presented in Fig.6. Note that In plotting all these results, we

introduced an overall normalization factor N; i.e. results plotted in these

figures have been multiplied by the factor of N, relative to the original

theoretical cross sections. The normalization factors introduced are

indicated in the figures.

In carrying out the above calculations, use was made of optical model

potentials taken from the literature: Those of a_ and t_ were taken from

Shepard et al • (Al and HI potentials are actually taken, respectively for

a_ and t), while those of £ for Ep<20, 20«;Ep<60 and Ep>60 MeV were taken from

Perey-Perey , Becchetti-Greenlees"' and Menet et al"', respectively.

The full lines presented in Figs.4-6 include the contributions from both

EB and BF, but It turned out that the contributions from EB were negligible.

In order to demonstrate this, we plotted in one case in Fig.4 the calculated

EB cross section x 50 as the dash-dot line. As is seen, the EB cross

sections x 50 are rather comparable with the total cross sections, indicating

that the contribution is indeed small.

As is seen in Figs.4-6, the calculated energy spectra at higher

energies, and also the angular distribution (calculated at a rather higher

proton energy) fit the data very well. The normalization factors introduced

(2.2 and 1.2 for the Ni(a,p) and Ho(a,p) reactions, respectively) are

sufficiently close to 1 to let us say that the theory reproduces essentially

the absolute magnitude as well. We may thus conclude that the present

calculations can account for the observed PE proton at higher energies very

well. This is exactly the same conclusion as was obtained for the a-particle

and proton spectra from the heavy ion reactions considered before.

Similarly as was seen in the case of the a-particle spectra discussed

before (see Fig.2) the experimental energy spectra (as well as those of EB)

of the proton from the (<z,p) reactions show also their maximum at an energy

corresponding to the incident beam velocity, while the calculated BF spectra
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show their maximum at somewhat higher energy than the incident beam velocity

energy. (We shall discuss the reason for this in detail later in sect.4.)

Due to this, the calculated energy spectra again become smaller than those of

experiment at lower E p. The discrepancy increases as E decreases.

As a conceivable origin of the low energy protons, we considered another

type of BF reaction, symbolically written as

(27)

The above process involves the emission of two PE particles, one proton and

one neutron. Possible evidence of such emissions of two PE particles was
19)recently suggested by Ejiri • Instead of performing the detail

calculations, however, only a rough estimate was made by using the oserved

deuteron emission cross sections. We assumed for this purpose that such

emissions of _p a°d *» proceeded in parallel with the deuteron emissions, which

also occur via a similar BF reaction written as

a + A + d + d + A + d + C * . (28)

In proceeding, we further assumed that when p. an(^ JL a r e produced, they

share the available energy equally, and also they are emitted into the same

direction. (Note that the available energy the/ share is smaller by the

Coulomb potential energy at the reaction point than that at asympotic region.

After the emission, the Coulomb energy is given to the proton.) Under these

assumptions, we could estimate the contribution from (28) to the inclusive

proton cross section by using the observed deuteron cross section, expect the

overall magnitude, which we treated as a parameter.

The broken lines presented in Fig.4 and 5 are obtained by adding the

extra contribution from (27) to the original cross sections obtained before.

We assumed that the overall constant factor of unity, which means that the

processes (27) and (28) occur with equal probability. As is seen in Fig.4

and 5, one can reproduce this way the observed spectra over the entire energy

region very well. Of course the above estimate may be directly be tested

experimentally if measurements of the coincidence between £ and n_ are made.

It is desirable that such an experiment should be performed.
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We remarked before for the a-particle from heavy ion reactions (in

sect.3.2) on the evidences of the BF mechanism obtained from the particle-y

coincidence measurements . Such particle-y coincidence measurement have

also been performed for the PE protons from the a—particle induced

reactions ' . From such measurements, the cross sections of the (a,pxn)

reactions have been extracted. An example of such cross sections is shown in

Fig.7.

In accordance with the remark given before, the deduced cross sections

are quite large. Indeed if these cross sections are summed over different x,

the resultant suras become almost equal to the measured inclusive cross

sections, as was already noted before '.

Within the present scope of the calculation, we can not predict the

theoretical (<x,pxn) cross sections, but one can calculate the probabilities

of the compound states populated by the fusion process, which are given by

nothing but the partial wave cross section in Eq.(26). Such probabilities

can serve as an input for calculating the subsequent decay of the compound

nucleus, from which the (a.pxn) cross section nay be obtained.

The calculated population probabilities exhibit a sharp maximum at some

value of At (or I), called often the optimum value of At, which we shall

denote as Ai • This is nothing but the well know A~window phenomenon. Such

an optimum li value is obtained as a function of E or E • This in turn

defines in the E -I plane of the compound nucleus an entry line, along which

the compound states are particularly strongly populated. In Fig.8, we

plotted by a bold line such an entry line in the E -I plane of Er

populated by the Ho(a,p) Er reaction. There we also show the yrast

line, and also lines defined by '

where E T is the energy of the yrast line, B is the binding energy of x

neutrons, and xe is the average kinetic energy taken away by the x neutrons.

We assumed here that each neutron carries away in average about e=3 MeV.

As is clear from the definition of the Sx line, when the compound

nucleus is populated in a region between two lines defined by Sx and S ^ j ,

the subsequent decay will be dominated by the emission of x neutrons. The

peak of the (a.pxn) reaction will then appear in the middle of these two

lines. In order to test this expectation, we indicated in Fig.8 by the
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arrows the energies extracted from the observed peak of the (<x,pxn) cross

sections. These experimental energies lie close to the middle of the two

lines, in agreement of tlie theoretical expectation.

Perhaps a more stringent test may be made if the information of the spin

of the compound nucleus is available, for instance from the y-rays

multiplicity measurement. Unfortunately, such a measurement has not yet been

made for the present (a,pxn) reaction. It has been made, however, for the
162 25} 25}

Dy(a,xn) reactions . If. was suggested ' that for the cases where the

number of (x) of the neutrons emitted is small, there is at last one PE

neutrons involved in the above (<x,xn) reactions. This suggests that for such

cases of small number of x, we may identify the (a,xn) reactions as

(a.p(x-l)n) reactions, at least for extracting the information of the spin of

the compound nucleus. In ref.25, the spin of the compound nucleus excited by

the (a,6n) reaction was measured to be 1=20. We may then take the result as

that of the (ot,p5n) reaction. Assuming that the energy of the compound

nucleus is about the peak energy of the (<x,p5n) reaction, we can locate the

entry position in the E -I planes, populated most strongly by the (a,p)

reaction. We indicate such an entry point in Fig.8 by a cross. As is seen,

the observed point is very close to the theoretical entry line, supporting

again the present theoretical calculations.
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4. DEEP PERIPHERAL NATURE OF BF

The most outstanding feature of the BF reaction is its deep peripheral

(DP) nature; i.e. BF takes place in a region, which Is somewhat deeper than

the usual peripheral (UP) region. This was first found in our study of the

Ta( N,ct) reaction '. In this case, the DP region was observed to be 2

fm deeper than the UP region. The same is true for the light ion induced

(tr,p) reaction. Consider the case of the Nl(a,p) reaction. It was

found ' that the dominant contribution to the BF cross section In this

case comes from a narrow region at around r=6.5 fm, while the center of the

UP region is r=8.5 fm, where of course the EB reaction occurs dominantly.

The difference between the two regions is again 2 fm. (Note that this

distance between the DP and UP regions would change if the mass ratio of the

absorbed to emitted particles changes. The heavier the mass of the absorbed

particle, deeper will be the DP region.)

In order to show this DP property more clearly, we plotted in Fig.9 the

absolute magnitude and phase of the t-channel wave function, u5 T1 , as a
*t t

function of r, taking as an example, the case of Utmt)=(12,0), E =40 MeV,

and 9=6°. As is seen in Fig.9, |u^ m I becomes particularly large in the LP

region. An important feature is that u<, „ has only an incoming wave
xtmt

component there. This is seen from the fact that the phase decreases there

as r increases. Physically, this Implies that the trlton wave generated in

the DP region can not do much other than simply be absorbed. Its large

magnitude shows that the corresponding absorption is large. Note that the
uJl m n a s been obtained under the condition that the proton is emitted, which

occurs preferably at a region rather close to the UP region. Because of

this, if r is made smaller than, say, r=4 fm, u0 m becomes very small, as is
*t t

seen in Fig.9, indicating that there both the particles _t_ and _p are absorbed.

In Fig.9, it is further seen tnat, beyond r=8.5 fm, u^ m acquires an

outgoing wave nature, with a small magnitude. This portion of the wave

function contributes to the escape of the proton into the asymptotic region,

thus contributing to EB. The smallness of the magnitude of u, m in this
xt t

region means that the contribution to EB is small.

It is interesting to point out further that BF is initiated by the

strongly absorptive incident partial wave; i.e. by those partial waves with

fSo I « l> or alternatively with A <JL̂ 8 , where Jl-8 stands for the grazing
a.

angular momentum. The results of the numerical calculations showed that the

H -value of the partial wave, contributing most importantly to BF, was A* ' =

22, while A,*8 -26. Jt£8' of course gives rise to the strongest contribution
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to the EB cross section. The reason why BF is initiated by such strongly

absorptive partial waves is because they can penetrate deep inside the

nucleus, where the breakup can take place very strongly, since the

interaction can be very strong there. As already remarked before, the triton

wave thus generated can not escape, and thus only BF can occur.

As noted above, the proton is emitted from a region close to the UP

region. Because of this, the angular momentum of the emitted proton is close

to that of the grazing partial wave A.S8 • We plotted in Fig.10a the Jl-value

of the most important partial wave (which we denote by H^ ' ) , extracted

numerically, as a function of E . In Fig. 10b and c, we further plotted by

dotted lines the value of (A£ )Bp and (A£ )gB> defined respectively as

(^O>BF " 22 " *p0> and <41}>EB = 26 ~ Ap 0 )' <29>

(A ) B F
 a n d ^ 'EB t h u s d e f i n e d "^y b e interpreted as the most probable

angular moments, carried by the tritons produced in the BF and EB reactions.

An important aspect here is that these (££ )Bp and (At )EB a r e n o t

necessarily equal to the centers of the .^-windows (£{:'), of the BF and EB

cross sections discussed before. The values of H^ ' extracted from the

calculated partial wave cross sections, were also plotted in Fig.10b and c as

the filled circles. Note th

well—known relation given by

the filled circles. Note that such JL^ values can be reproduced well by a

1/2
] (30)

with Ro=6.5 and 8.5 fm, and Vt=-6.8 and 4.4 MeV, respectively, fc» -"' and EB.

Note that the above Rg-value for BF and EB are equal to the radial distances

of the centers of the DP and UP region, respectively. Also the values of Vt

(potential barrier) are roughly equal to the values of the potential at these

distances. The negative value of Vt for BF is due to the effect of the

nuclear potential, which plays an important role in the DP region. This is

not the case, however, in the UP region. Thus, the value of Vfc for EB is

essentially the value of the Coulomb potential at the UP region.

In Fig.10b and c, we plotted the A^ values predicted by Eq.(30) by the

full lines. It is now interesting to observe that the two lines plotted

there cross for each other at E =40 MeV for the case of BF (b) and at E -20
P P

. - • • . - " • • [ • : * • • - •
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MeV for the case of EB (c). At these crossing points, the angular momenta,

At , Sivei> to the trlton waves, become matched to the optimum At-value,

Z^ . We may naturally expect then that there the cross sections will take

their maximum value. This is indeed so as was already seen in Fig.4. This

explains why the peak of the BF spectra shifts from the incident beam

velocity energy. This essentiilly results from the DP nature of BF,

particular the shift (from 26 to 22) of the dominant partial wave in the

incident channel,.

" '' " *I'V'I i - *'-̂  ' "--"y
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An approach has been discussed to calculate the partial fusion or hybrid

nuclear reaction cross sections within thp framework of direct reaction

theory, i.e. by employing the ingredients used in the usual direct reaction

calculations only.

The application of the approach to a few examples of PE spectra of

particles with an explicit consideration of the BF mechanism has also been

reviewed. It has been shown that the method together with the BF mechanism

is very successful in explaining many important features of the PE spectra of

light particles emitted from both light and heavy ion induced reactions.

A rather interesting physical picture that emerges from the numerical

studies has 3lso been discussed. The picture Is the following: When the

incident ion penetrates deep inside the nucleus (the deep peripheral region,

which Is about 2 fm deeper than the usual peripheral region), it breaks up

very strongly. When this happens, the heavier partner of the broken-up pair

may most likely be left behind in the deep peripheral region, and thus is

already trapped by the target nucleus, while the light partner (particle)

could be at a point close to the usual peripheral region, and thus be

emitted.

We point out here that as is seen from the above argument, the BF

reactions take place in a configuration, where the heavier and lighter parts

of the broken-up pair are at different places. In order to take into account

this finite-distance character of the process it Is essential to carry out

the calculations, Including the finite-range effect properly. Otherwise the

above picture will be destroyed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of (a) the elastic breakup, (b) breakup-fusion,

(c) quasi-elastic knockout and (d) knockout-fusion reactions.

Fig. 2. Experimental and calculated cross sections of the Ta( N,a)

reaction at ea=29
0, 39°, 49° and 59°.

Fig. 3. Experimental and calculated cross section of the Nb( N,p) reaction

at E =30, 40 and 50 MeV.

Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated inclusive spectra of the Ni(<r,p) Cu

reaction. The full lines are the cross sections obtained by

including both EB and BF process, while the dotted line includes

only the EB reaction. The broken lines include the contribution

from the 58Ni(oc,pn)60Cu reaction.

Fig. 5. Experimental and calculated inclusive spectra of the Ho(<z,p) Er

reaction.

Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated angular distribution of the
165Ho(a,p)168Er reaction.

Fig. 7. Experimental proton spectra measured in coincidence with y~ravs

coming from the residual nuclei populaed by the Ho(a,pxn)

reactions.

Fig. 8. Predicted entry line in E-I plane of the compound nucleus ( Er)

formed by the Ho(a,p) Er reaction. The meaning of lines,

arrows and crosses are described in the text.

Fig, 9. Calculate absolute magnitude of the t-channel wave function for

U,m)=(12,0).

Fig. 10. Optimum and transfered angular momenta of protons and tritons. The

full lines are those of optimum A, while the dotted lines are those

transfered JL. The filled circles are the centers of the I-window

extracted from the partial BF cross sections.
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